October 4–7, 2017
Conference

The 8th Century
Patterns of Transition in Economy and Trade Throughout the Late Antique, Early Medieval and Islamicate Mediterranean

Organizers
Stefan Esders ∙ esdersst@zedat.fu-berlin.de
Silvia Polla ∙ silvia.polla@fu-berlin.de
Tonio Sebastian Richter ∙ sebastian.richter@fu-berlin.de

Conference secretary
Frederic Krueger ∙ frederic.krueger@fu-berlin.de

The event is open to the public, with advance registration requested

Venues
Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities, Jagerstr. 22/23, 10117 Berlin ∙ Einstein-Saal
Bode-Museum, Museumsinsel, Am Kupfergraben, 10117 Berlin ∙ Gobelinsaal

Program
www.topoi.org/event/42829/